A book by its cover • “Wish you were here” collection. Katrina thinks her new student is very intelligent because she looks older than she really is. Connie and Eugene wonder how to tell Jack that his painting is “awful”. • Side B has The twilight zone.

A call for reverend Jimmy • “The changing times” collection. Jimmy thinks the congregation at church is calling him to become a preacher, so he decides to follow their calling, until his Dad helps him learn to discern God’s calling from others calling. Also, Donna is embarrassed by her dad using childhood stories for church sermons. • Side A has A code of honour.

A code of honor • “The changing times” collection. Jason and Jack find a book from the old Israelites meetings. They go off in search of clues about the Israelites, and run into an old member named Billy McPherson. • Side B has A call for reverend Jimmy.

A lesson from Mike • After Mike, a kid to whom no one really paid attention, dies in a tragic accident, Julie find they had a lot in common. Side A has Natural-born leader.

A little credit, please • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Connie gets her first credit card and learns the lesson of responsible spending. Simon learns about responsibility in the window-washing trade. Eugene deals with the loss of Katrina. Side B has Small fires, little pools.

A matter of manners/7 deadly sins • 2 stories: (a) A couple of boys go overboard judging people’s etiquette. (b) A great parody of the story of Snow White and the 7 dwarves. Side B has Mandy’s Debut.

A mission for Jimmy • Jimmy dreams about working with Dan Isidro, a missionary to Nicaragua. Side A has The best of friends.

A model child • This girl looks perfect but she’s actually undernourished!

A name, not a number • “The changing times” collection. Jason Whittaker, on his last mission for the National Security Agency, helps Tasha Forbes fight Mustafa and Red Scorpion to stop the threat of global biological terrorism. Meanwhile, Dr. Regis Blackgaard shows up again seeming to be on the “good side”.

A pilgrim’s progress revisited • A retelling of John Bunyan’s allegory of the Christian life.

A Pokenberry Christmas • The Barclay family has always been based on the classic movie It’s a wonderful life. Now here is an entire episode which is a delightful parody of that movie!

A prisoner for Christ • “Bible eyewitness: new testament” collection. Nicholas uses the Imagination Station to experience the story of Onesimus from the book of Philemon in the Bible. Side A has The marriage feast.

A question about Tasha • Deals with the issue of marrying non-Christians. Side B has Clara.

A question of loyalty • Lucy befriends new girl Emily and helps her develop as a writer, but then... Side A has You gotta be wise.

A single vote • Think that one person’s vote doesn’t count in a vast democracy? Side B has Scales of Justice.

A thanksgiving carol • A delightful application of A Christmas Carol to Thanksgiving. Side A has Hindsight.

A touch of healing • Jason manages to modify the Imagination Station so that the crippled seem healed … at least, when inside it. Jack has misgivings, but Jason goes ahead and tries it out on a wheelchair-bound boy.
Abraham Lincoln • Go back in time to meet Abraham Lincoln towards the end of the American Civil War.

Afraid not! • Danny Schmidt is scared to go to school so Whit teaches him a Bible verse to remember. Side A has Forever, amen.

All the difference in the world • Danny’s parents don’t want him participating in some activities since he’s a Christian, but Danny wants to be able to do “everything the other kids do”. Side A has The mysterious box.

Amazing grace • The story of John Newton, the slave trader who became an Anglican priest and helped stop slavery, and wrote one of the world’s favourite hymns. Side B has The painting.

American Revolution • Negros played a role in the American Revolutionary War.

An act of mercy • “Bible Eyewitness: New Testament” collection. After Tom forgives Rodney for breaking a fence and stealing apples, Rodney does not pass on that forgiving spirit. • Side A has part 3 of Back to Bethlehem.

An act of nobility • A young American tourist discovers that he looks identical to the crown prince and gets sucked into the intrigue of that country’s politics as a result. Side B has Courage to stand.

An adventure in Bethany • Meet Jesus’ best friends Miriam, Marta, and Eleazar. Never heard of them? Ah, but wait…


An encounter with Mrs. Hooper • Donna learns to have compassion for a nasty old woman who turns out to be lonely. Side B has The treasure of Le Monde.

Angels unaware • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Can there be such a thing as a good gang? Committing random acts of goodness? Side B has Gathering Thunder.

Another chance • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Tom is accused of hiding information about Whit’s End. Blackgaard collapses in public, but later claims he was simply exhausted. Bart claims the Israelites vandalized his store, but Rodney knows the Bones did it. He is so angry that he throws a punch at Jellyfish, who informs him that this is all part of the plan. Jellyfish shuts down the Bones. Richard helps Eugene decode Imagination Station programming which refers to “the silent one”. Later, Rodney tells Richard of Jellyfish’s computer that keeps track of everything that has happened so far. Richard tries to get the laptop, but is captured by Blackgaard and thrown out of a car. He slips into a coma at the hospital. Side A has Checkmate.

Arizona Sunrise • The exciting and touching adventures of a circuit rider. Side A has Broken Window.

Back to Bethlehem • Eugene and Connie are having a ‘discussion’ about Christmas. Connie says that Mary was special, and Eugene teases her about believing paintings and Christmas songs. Whit cuts in, and suggests that they take a trip in the Imagination Station. They do, and among other things they meet an old man who believes the strange star is connected with the Messiah, Connie gets a marriage proposal, while Eugene gets arrested by Romans

Back to Bethlehem • “Bible Eyewitness: New Testament” collection. Eugene and Connie are having a ‘discussion’ about Christmas. Connie says that Mary was special, and Eugene teases her about believing paintings and Christmas songs. Whit cuts in, and suggests that they take a trip in the Imagination Station.
They do, and among other things they meet an old man who believes the
strange star is connected with the Messiah, Connie gets a marriage proposal,
while Eugene gets arrested by Romans! • Note: 3 episodes, 3rd episode side B
has *An act of mercy*.

**Battle at the Kishon** • The story of Deborah, Barak, Jael and Sisera from the book of
Judges. Side B has *Happy smilies*.

**Before & after** • A young widower’s struggle in raising his daughter without the
feminine touch. Followed by *The last great adventure of summer*. Side B has
*Potential to Elliott*.

**Bernard and Esther** • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. Bernard tells the
story of Esther and Mordechai.

**Bernard and Job** • Bernard tells the story of Job. Side A has *Where there’s a will*.

**Bernard and Joseph** • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. Bernard tells the
story of Joseph.

**Bernard and Saul** • Bernard tells the story of Saul and his jealousy of David. Side B
has *The girl in the sink*.

**Blackbeard’s treasure** • “The changing times” collection. Young Jack and Whit find a
cave with a box of gold coins. But when they return to town to tell the sheriff, two
robbers take them and make them go to the cave again. But the “ghost” of
Blackbeard scares them off. • Side A has *Soaplessly devoted*.

**Blackgaard’s Revenge** • The evil Dr. Blackgaard lives on… in Cyberspace!

**Blind justice** • Eugene and Bernard serve on the jury for a case where the case may
be complicated than it seems. Side B has *The tower*.

**Broken Window** • Someone broke a window in Whit’s end… who’s the guilty party?
Connie holds a court case to investigate. Side B has *Arizona Sunrise*.

**BTV: Behind the scenes** • Alex Jefferson turns a microphone on the BTV crew to see
what happens behind the scenes of the popular show. Side B has *Live at 25*.

**BTV: Envy** • “Risks and rewards” collection. A BTV broadcast about envy. • Side A has
episode 3 of *Underground railroad*.

**BTV: redeeming the season** • Historical details about Christmas. Side A has *Greater
love*.

**Buried sin** • A mysterious box is uncovered — clues to a murder a long time ago. Side
A has *Change of Hart*.

**By faith, Noah** • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. Noah & the flood • Side
B has *On solid ground*.

**Castles & cauldrons** • A good story, but I wouldn’t agree with the characterization that
all role-playing games (RPGs) are bad.

**Chains** • Whit attempts to expand Whit’s End to inner-city Connelsville, and has a run-
in with some street kids.

**Change of Hart** • What do you do when people bully you? Side B has *Buried Sin*.

**Checkmate** • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Sam and Billy clean up the Bones of
Rath hideout. Lucy is “kidnapped” by Rusty and Rodney, but is rescued by
Richard Maxwell. While using the Imagination Station, Eugene discovers that
Reverend Andrew knew of the mineral. Before he can get the full story, Whit’s
End is attacked by vandals. Later, Glossman forces everyone out of Whit’s End,
only giving Eugene time to grab his backup disks. Side B has *Another chance*.

**Choices**... • Lucy is asked to write a report on evolution. Side B has *Go ye therefore*....

**Clara** • Grief & forgiveness. Side A has *A question about Tasha*.

**Connie** • Connie goes to California… and beyond!
Courage to stand • Robyn tells Connie about how she stood up to the head of the cheerleaders at school. Doing the right thing even when it’s unpopular despite peer pressure. Side A has An act of nobility.

Deliver us from evil • Daniel chapters 1-3. Bernard and Eugene tell the story of the Fiery Furnace, Shadrach, Mesach & Abednego. Side B has For thine is the kingdom.

Do, for a change • Zachary decides that he’s not able to live the Christian life, while Eugene thinks he’s perfect. Side B has Leap of faith.

East Winds, Raining • Sam Saburo’s story — World War II and Pearl Harbor and a Japanese-American soldier. Side B has The War Hero.


Emotional baggage • Connie learns how holding a grudge hurts yourself. • Side A has Someone to watch over me.

Father’s day • Connie’s dad makes a surprise visit to town to tell her that he is married again. Side A has It’s my fault/I’ll do it my way.

Fifth house on the left • Bernard and Eugene go to Hollywood and see the emptiness of the life of pursuing after fame.

Fifth house on the left • “Wish you were here” collection. After finally reaching California, Eugene and Bernard are suddenly guests in a Hollywood producer’s home. Eugene is even offered a screen test. Later...disaster threatens.

First hand experience • “Wish you were here” collection. Eugene and Bernard take off on a trip to California. Eugene is going as an “expedition”, to get out and explore the world. Bernard is going to get a new pickup truck. • Side B has Second thoughts

First love • Deals with the issue of dating non-Christians. Side B has Where is thy sting?

For thine is the kingdom • Courtney uses the Room of Consequence to see the results of her bitterness over losing her dream to be a ballerina. Side A has Deliver us from evil.

Forever, amen • When Danny wishes his baby brother wouldn’t be born, he worries that he made Billie die. Side B has Afraid not!

Forgive us as we forgive • After Ernie Myers finally gets out of jail, Eric has a hard time adjusting to the change that would seem to be positive. Follows Thy will be done. Side B has Our daily bread and Into temptation.

Gathering thunder • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Things escalate in the gang war between the Israelites and the Bones of Rath. Side A has Angels unaware.

George under pressure • “The changing times” collection • Side A has Siege at Jericho.

Go ye therefore... • Connie learns about witnessing. Side A has Choices....

Gone... • “Wish you were here” collection. Upon returning from their trip, Bernard and Eugene find that an old friend has left Odyssey for possibly a long time. • Side B has ...but not forgotten

Good and faithful servant • The Barclay family learns about stewardship and budgeting. Side B has The shepherd and the giant.

Greater love • P.D. Barnes tells Whit the story of how Timmy Riley died. Side B has BTV: Redeeming the season.

Happy smilies • Aubrey and smile Guy see the difference between happiness and joy. Side A has Battle at the Kishon.

Hard losses • “Darkness before dawn” collection. The evil forces engineer a recall
vote on Mayor Tom Riley. Side A has *Moving targets*.

**Here today, gone tomorrow** • Someone stole Whit’s identity! And should Mitch join the FBI even if it means leaving Odyssey, and hence, Connie?

**Heros** • Jimmy Barclay’s basketball hero, Lightning Livingstone, retires in Odyssey.

Side B has *Recollections*.

**Hidden in my heart** • A hilarious KIDS Radio broadcast with parody skits Rescue 119 (A parody of Rescue 911), Laffy the Wonder Dog (A parody of Lassie), and Star Trip (A parody of Star Trek). Each one is loaded with stabbing comedy and hilarious in-jokes, especially the Star Trip one. Side B has *Thy kingdom come*.

**Hindsight** • Liz gets in the Room of Consequences to experience the results of a single choice… backwards. Side B has *A Thanksgiving Carol*.

**Hold up** • Hank Murray holds up Whit’s End while Whit tries to figure out a way to capture him without injury. Side A has *Waylaid in the windy city*. Straddling sides A and B has *The homecoming*.

**Home is where the hurt is** • Alcoholic parent. Side B has *It takes integrity*.

**In all things give thanks** • The Mulligan family learn experientially about Romans 8:28 “God works all things for good for those who love Him, who are called according to His promises.” Side B has *Thank you God*.

**Inside the Studio (15th anniversary celebration)** • Celebrating 15 years of Adventures in Odyssey, this episode tells the “behind the scenes” story of the actors recording the program. Side B has *Live at 25*.

**Into temptation** • Jimmy tries out a new invention of Whit’s, the Room of Consequence. By using it, he is able to see the possible results of his actions. Follows *Our daily bread*. Side A has *Thy will be done* and *Forgive us as we forgive*.

**Isaac the true friend** • About David and Jonathan. Side B has *No boundaries*.

**It happened at four corners** • “Wish you were here” collection. Eugene and Bernard go on a mysterious search for treasure after being given a map. • Side A has *Third degree*.

**It is well** • The story of Horatio Spafford and his hymn “It Is Well”. Side B has *This is Chad Pearson?*

**It takes integrity** • Lucy runs a campaign on the platform of integrity, while Jack tries every dirty trick in the book. Side A has *Home is where the hurt is*.

**It’s my fault/I’ll do it my way** • Whit goes to the hospital and everyone tries to take responsibility for it. The second story is a retelling of the Parable of the Virgins in an Odyssey context. Side B has *Father’s day*.

**Karen** • Donna Barclay’s best friend Karen gets cancer. Side A has *The very best of friends*.

**Last in a long line** • Eugene looks for his family. Side A has *The last shall be first*.

**Leap of faith** • The Mulligans deal with a rising flood on their farm and learn about trusting each other. Side A has *Do, for a change*.

**Letting go** • Eileen Sellers starts dating again some years after her husband died, and her son Zach has trouble dealing with it. Side A has *The merchant of Odyssey*.

**Like father, like son** • Some people assume that if the dad’s in jail, the son must be bad, too. Side A has *The good, the bad, & the Butch*.

**Live at 25** • To celebrate the anniversary of Whit’s End, Connie organizes a live Kids' Radio show, complete with interviews and classic Kids' Radio
skits. Side A has *Inside the studio* or Side A has *BTV: Behind the scenes*.

**Living in the gray** • George Barclay and Connie visit Jimmy Barclay in Washington D.C. and find him living in a gray world.

**Mandy’s Debut** • 2 hilarious plays recorded before a live audience: *It’s all my fault* and *I’ll do it my way*. Side 2 has *A matter of manners*/7 *Deadly Sins*.

**Melanie’s diary** • When Robyn snoops and reads Melanie’s private diary entries, it’s an important lesson in privacy and the danger of betrayal and revenge. Side B has *The boy who didn’t go to church*.

**Member of the family** • Whit seems so able to handle children well, but he seems to have trouble with his own daughter, Jana, who is now grown and has a son, Monty, of her own. Trouble brews when Jana sends Monty to stay with Whit while she is on a business trip.

**Memories of Jerry** • Jason tells a story about the last week he spent with his older brother Jerry before he left for Vietnam. Followed by the short skit *The name’s Paul*. Side A has *Terror from the skies*.

**Modesty is the best policy** • Donna Barclay discovers what happens when she disobeys her dad and wears an extremely revealing dress to the prom. Side A has *Potluck and poetry*.

**Mortal coil** • Whit programs the Imagination Station so that you can experience what happens after death. But for a Christian, death is but a door to heaven... if you had the chance to go to heaven, would you want to come back to earth?

**Moses, the passover** • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. George learns a lesson in spending time with his son Jimmy while they experience the passover and the crossing of the Red Sea.

**Moving targets** • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Jason and Jack part ways over how to combat the evil that is besetting Odyssey. Side B has *Hard losses*.

**Mystery at Tin Flats** • The Washington family won a free trip to Tin Flats, but when they got there, it turned out to be a ghost town! Side A has *The case of the disappearing Hortons*.

**Natural-born leader** • When the wrong name is put with a poem by Charles Van Horn, the kids in Odyssey Middle School think he is gifted with a tremendous talent of political savvy. They persuade him to run for student council. Side B has *A lesson from Mike*.

**Naturally, I assumed** • Eugene assumes that Katrina is dating someone else, so he tries to win her love with material things. Whit assumes Eugene and Connie are a couple. Side A has *The true meaning of Christmas*.

**No boundaries** • Alex uses the Room of Consequence to find out what his life would be like without rules. Side A has *Isaac the true friend*.


**On solid ground** • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. Abraham, Lot, Sodom & Gomorrah • Side A has *By faith, Noah*.

**One bad apple** • Everyone’s falling sick from Tom’s apples! Why? Side B has *Two sides to every story*.

**Opening day** • The Shepherd family arrives in Odyssey and has a small adventure at the Grand Opening of the Timothy Center after one of the members disappears. Side B has *Preacher’s kid*.

**Operation Digout** • World War II adventure; further adventures with Reginald Duffield.
Side A has *Rescue from Manatugo Point*.

**Our daily bread** • After George loses his job, the Barclay family wonders what they will do for income. Followed by *Into temptation*. Side A has *Thy will be done* and *Forgive us as we forgive*.

**Over the airwaves** • “Bible Eyewitness: New Testament” collection. Whit and Tom create a new radio program for the un-used KIDS Radio. • Side B has *The prodigal*, Jimmy.

**Pamela has a problem** • Christians, pregnancy, and abortion. Side B has *The vow*.

**Peace on earth** • The Barclays seem to have a lot of the Christmas spirit... or do they? Then something happens to make them focus correctly. Side A has *Where is your daddy?*

**Pipe dreams** • Charles Edward “Chunky” Thompson’s amazing day at City Hall. Side B has *Wonderworld*.

**Poetry in slow motion** • “Risks and rewards” collection. Charles doesn’t want to ask for help when he has trouble in English. • Side B has *Subject yourself*.

**Poor Loser** • Eugene and Heather have to learn to deal with losing. Side A has *The other woman*.

**Potential to Elliott** • Sam Johnston takes an Imagination Station adventure back to 1856. There he meets young Thomas Edison. Thomas and Sam both learn an important lesson, “Never give up!” Side A has *Before & After* and *The last great adventure of summer*.

**Potluck and poetry** • After several embarrassing escapades, Aubrey tries to make certain her parents won’t be at her poetry reading, while her parents try to do some avoiding of their own. Side B has *Modesty is the best policy*.

**Preacher’s kid** • Donna is struggling with always doing the “right thing”. While going with some friends, she goes to an abandoned house (which she was forbidden to go to by her dad.) Side A has *Opening day*.

**Prisoner for Christ** • The story of Onesimus. Side A has *The visitors*.

**Recollections** • Jenny Whittaker’s fight to save the Fillmore Recreation Center. Side A has *Heros*.

**Red wagons and pink flamingos** • “The changing times” collection. Jason and Jack disagree on Bible video games; Kim looses Erica as a best friend when she is late to a party. • Side B has *Unto us a child is born*.

**Rescue from Manatugo Point** • World War II adventure; how Whit met Reginald Duffield. Side B has *Operation Digout*.

**Return to the Bible room** • Jonah. Side B has *The time of our lives*.

**Rewards in full** • “Risks and rewards” collection. Bart takes the credit for Jack’s “Food for the Hungry” program. Brenda takes credit for Erica’s bicycle safety campaign. • Side B has *Top this*.

**Saul of Tarsus/The Apostle Paul** • Paul’s conversion and ministry.

**Second thoughts** • “Wish you were here” collection. During an unplanned stop in the middle of the country, Eugene and Bernard meet 13-year-old Graham, a boy who would do anything to get away from his farm life. • Side A has *First hand experience*

**Seeing red** • “Sorry” seems to be the hardest word and it’s reached epidemic proportions in Odyssey! Connie & Mitch, Mandy & Liz, and even Jack & Joanne are all having a hard time with that concept. Side B has *Silver lining*.

**Shining armor** • Jason Whitaker on one of his missionary journeys encounter opposition and evil — how will he deal with it? On his own power or in a Biblical
manner?

**Siege at Jericho** • “The changing times” collection. An O.T. Action News report on the taking of Jericho. • Side B has *George under pressure.*

**Silver lining** • Connie & Joanne’s stop in West Viriginia won’t be as sleepy as it first appears when Connie is accidentally pulled into something bigger than she imagined. Side A has *Seeing red.*

**Small fires, little pools** • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Jack gets a prophetic dream, but what does it mean? Side A has *A little credit, please.*

**Soaplessly devoted** • “The changing times” collection. Jason Whittaker adjusts the Room of Consequence so its user can become part of a soap opera. • Side B has *Blackbeard’s treasure.*

**Something blue** • Connie tries to deal with Mitch’s new lifestyle when their relationship takes a surprising turn.

**Someone to watch over me** • Jimmy v.s. Grim with the help of Nagel • Side B has *Emotional baggage.*

**Sosegenes the Greek** • This is a very funny short skit from *New Year’s Day Live* about how we got the Julian calendar. Follows *The good, the bad & the Butch.*

**St. Patrick: a heart on fire** • Patrick was captured as a slave to Ireland. After his escape, he eventually goes back to bring the Gospel to the Irish.

**St. Paul: appointment with Caeser** • The last years of Paul’s life. Side A has *St Paul: voyage to Rome.*


**St. Paul: voyage to Rome** • Told from the perspective of the son of a centurion, Paul’s journey to Rome under arrest. Side B has *St. Paul: appointment with Caeser.*

**Subject yourself** • “Risks and rewards” collection. Lawrence doesn’t like getting braces and tries a creative solution. Maureen pleads with the school board to drop a new history curriculum that is anti-Christian. • Side A has *Poetry in slow motion.*

**Telemachus** • The story of the monk who stopped gladiatorial fights during the reign of Emperor Honorius.

**Terror from the skies** • Remember the classic radio drama by Orson Wells, *War of the Worlds,* that made a lot of people think we actually had been invaded by Martians? Well, now it happens in Odyssey! Side 2 has *Memories of Jerry and The name’s Paul.*

**Thank you God** • About Fiona Donnerly, Whit’s stepmother. Side B has *In all things give thanks.*

**The best of friends** • Donna realizes she is still bitter about Karen’s death a year after she has died. Side B has *A mission for Jimmy.*

**The big deal** • About John the Baptist.

**The boy who didn’t go to church** • Whit and the gang are short one actor! When Jack fills in to save the play, he and the entire cast are reminded why it’s important to attend church. Side A has *Melanie’s Diary.*

**The buck starts here** • Whit & some kids reenact the Parable of the Talents. Side B has *Tornado!*

**The case of the disappearing Hortons** • The Horton family has disappeared! But I thought the Novacom case has been solved? What could have happened to...
them? Jared thinks it’s a new conspiracy, and there’re a couple of “old Jareds” to help solve the mystery Side B has Mystery at Tin Flats.

The case of the secret room • Whit and Jaime Martin solve a forty-year old mystery after finding a skeleton in a hidden room in the basement.

The cross of Cortez • A swashbuckling adventure to find the cross that the conqueror of South America, Cortez, carried. With Dan Isidro.

The curse • An Indian medicine man puts a curse on Whit... or is it?

The dawn’s early light • About how the American national anthem came about. Side A has The midnight ride.

The election deception • “Wish you were here” collection. Courtney’s election is sabotaged by the theft of her notebook of speeches, poems, and diary entries. • Side A has The fundamentals.

The final conflict • “Darkness before dawn” collection. The grand finale of the Darkness before dawn series. Side A has The last resort.

The fundamentals • “Wish you were here” collection. Jimmy Barclay attends a basketball camp with Phil, a kid who seems to know it all, but uses poor technique. • Side B has The election deception.

The girl in the sink • When Bernard was a boy and a girl went missing. Side A has Bernard and Saul.

The good, the bad, & the Butch • A good kid trying to reach out to a bad kid. Followed by Sosegenes the Greek. Side B has Like father, like son.

The graduate • Connie wonders whether she should defy her principal and pray at graduation. Eugene remembers with sadness his high school career. Side B has The time bomb.

The homecoming • Richard Maxwell comes back to Odyssey to try to make amends. He finds some people willing to listen, while others still hold grudges. Side A has Waylaid in the windy city. Side B has Hold up.

The imagination station • The first Imagination Station adventure. Digger Digwillow thinks the Bible is boring... until the Imagination Station takes him to Jesus’ passion week!

The last great adventure of summer • Boy discovers that his dad is a government secret agent. Follows Before & after. Side B has Potential to Elliott.

The last resort • “Darkness before dawn” collection. After seeing Richard at the hospital, Eugene and Jason question Rodney. They get Bernard to place a device next to a computer so they can see what Jellyfish has written. However, instead of Jellyfish’s, they see Bovril’s computer. Jason sees that the computer contains the formula for TA-418 and that Blackgaard is trying to make Ruku virus. He rushes home, only to be arrested for threatening Blackgaard. Tom and Richard forgive one another. Jack goes to the jail and he forgives Jason and learns everything that has happened with Ruku/TA-418. Side B has The final conflict.

The last shall be first • Retelling of the parable of the workers who get paid the same. Side A has Last in a long line.


The merchant of Odyssey • Bart Rathbone learns about Shylock after loaning Edwin Blaggard $5000. Side B has Letting Go

The midnight ride • Dramatization of The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere. Side B has
The dawn’s early light.

The mysterious box • What is the story behind the mysterious box containing a gun and newspaper clippings that had been buried for decades? Side A has Amazing grace.

The mysterious stranger • Did Kent really grow up in Whit’s End? Or is he crazy? Or something even stranger?

The name’s Paul • A great short skit of Paul the Apostle as a secret agent ala 007 James Bond. Follows Memories of Jerry. Side A has Terror from the skies.

The nemesis • Introducing Dr. Regis Blaggard, the “anti-Whit”.

The other woman • Mayor Tom Riley is embroiled in a scandal when the Rathbones get pictures of him with a blonde woman. Side B has Poor Loser.

The pact • A great mystery story involving Tom Riley’s wife, Agnes.

The painting • G. Winston Smith donates a priceless painting to Jack & Joanne’s new antique shop, but why is he being so terribly secretive about it? Side B has All the difference in the world.

The perfect witness • A blind girl would make a great hostage, wouldn’t she? I mean, she can’t possibly identify the captors, then, could she?

The price of freedom • A teacher tries to set Kirk straight about the Vietnam War. Whit tries to set a teacher straight about the Vietnam War. Side A has Treasures of the heart.

The prodigal, Jimmy • “Bible Eyewitness: New Testament” collection. Jimmy acts like the Prodigal son by running away from his problems and losing his money and then is told the actual Biblical story by Whit. • Side A has Over the airwaves.

The return • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Dr. Blaggard returns to Odyssey and manages to engineer the closing of Whit’s end. Side B has The time has come.

The scales of justice • Will justice be done in this courtroom drama with Whit as Perry Mason and Eugene as Judge Wapner? Side A has A single vote.

The search for Whit • After receiving a tape from Whit, Jason and Eugene go to the Middle East to figure out the mystery of the Q document, a supposed “fifth” gospel.

The shepherd and the giant • David & Goliath’s story. Side A has Good and faithful servant.

The star • Travel with the four wise men as they follow the Star of Bethlehem. Four wise men? Yep, four!

The time bomb • Cryin’ Brian Dern challenges Whit to a debate… but his enemies have planted a bomb in the studio! Who really has what it takes when the stakes are down? (Note: mislabeled: actual title Real Time.) Side A has The graduate.

The time has come • “Darkness before dawn” collection. Eugene relives his life in Odyssey through the Imagination Station and realizes it all leads him to one point. Side A has The return.

The time of our lives • A Twilife Zone broadcast with two stories about wasting time. In one a girl spends ten years at the mall. In another a boy spends his life in front of the television. Side A has Return to the Bible Room.

The tower • The tower of Babel. Side A has Blind justice.

The treasure of Le Monde • Robyn figures out the secret of the treasure of LeMonde, a treasure hidden somewhere in Odyssey long ago. Side A has An encounter with Mrs. Hooper.

The Triangle • Jenny is Jack’s girlfriend but she falls in love with his best friend Whit instead. How do they avoid hurting Jack’s feelings?
The true meaning of Christmas • Side B has Naturally, I assumed.
The turning point • “Risks and rewards” collection. When her father comes to town, Katrina talks to him about how her relationship with Eugene is at a standstill since he refuses to accept Christianity. • Side B has Where is thy sting?
The twilife zone • “Wish you were here” collection. A KIDS Radio broadcast about the dangers of drug addiction. • Side A has A book by its cover.
The underground railroad • An exciting adventure about escaping slaves before the American civil war. Side B has Unto us a child is born.
The very best of friends • Everyone thought Donna had recovered from the trauma of Karen’s death… but has she? Side A has Karen.
The visitors • A Christmas story. What does hospitality really mean? Side B has Prisoner for Christ.
The vow • Deals with divorce. Side A has Pamela has a problem.
The war hero • Connie’s uncle Joe Finneman won a medal in the Second World War, but for some reason refuses to talk about it. Why is he so reticent? Side A has East winds, raining.
The “no” factor • Connie becomes exhausted when she overcommits her time to various people. Side B has Timmy’s cabin.
Third degree • “Wish you were here” collection. Eugene and Bernard find themselves in the company of people who are very much like themselves: Eugene with some eggheads and Bernard with a criminal. • Side B has It happened at four corners.
This is Chad Pearson • Chad Pearson is a famous TV soap opera star. Connie shows that he’s still human. Side A has It is well.
Three funerals and a wedding • The story of Ruth
Three funerals and a wedding • “Bible Eyewitness: Old Testament” collection. The story of Naomi, Ruth, and Boaz.
Thy kingdom come • After Connie and Whit talk about Eugene's possible acceptance of Christianity, Whit and Eugene discuss the nature of God and heaven. Side A has Hidden in my heart.
Thy will be done • Connie tries to convince Eugene to become a Christian by setting up situations at Whit’s End. Lucy debates the values of writing for a “liberal” school newspaper. Followed by Forgive us as we forgive. Side B has Our daily bread and Into temptation.
Timmy’s cabin • Phil Grossman tries to put a highway through Tom Riley’s farm. What does this have to do with the traveller John Chapman who puts up in Timmy’s cabin for a while? Side A has The ‘no’ factor.
Tom for mayor • “The changing times” collection. Tom and Bart run against each other after the mayor of Odyssey resigns. Philip Glossman shows up to try to condemn Tom’s Apple Farm with an environmental scam involving the Edgebiter Chemical Company.
Top this • “Risks and rewards” collection. Bryan Dern takes over Odyssey 105 when the station goes all-polka. Hannah and Courtney are involved in lifelong competition • Side A has Rewards in full.
Tornado! • Everyone learns compassion and unconditional love from a very young Mandy Straussberg. Side A has The buck starts here.
Touch of healing • “Risks and rewards” collection. Jason modifies the Imagination Station to allow it to “heal” disabled people's injuries. Connie’s grandmother is ill with heart trouble.
Treasures of the heart • George searches for a box of books in the attic. Jimmy really wants to buy some expensive shoes. Side B has The price of freedom.

Two brothers and Bernard • Bernard tells the story of Jacob and Esau.

Two sides to every story • Why is the TV on fire? Jimmy & Donna both have a different explanation — who’s right? Side A has One bad apple.

Under the influence • An old friend leads Aubrey down a path that pits her against her parents and their beliefs. But what Aubrey doesn’t know is, this path will take her to a place where she’ll never be the same again.

Underground railroad • “Risks and rewards” collection. A visitor to Whit’s End tells Jack the story of his family on the Underground Railroad. • Note: 3 episodes; 3rd episode side B has BTV: Envy.

Unto us a child is born • Jimmy decides to produce a Christmas radio drama and uses his family and friends to do it. At the end, Mary finally has the long awaited baby! Side A has The underground railroad.

Unto us a child is born • “The changing times” collection. Jimmy decides to produce a Christmas radio drama and uses his family and friends to do it. At the end, Mary finally has the long awaited baby! • Side A has Red wagons and pink flamingos.

Waylaid in the windy city • Whit and Connie get involved in a plot to steal a government computer masterminded by Regis Blackgaard. Straddling sides A and B has The homecoming. Side B has Hold up.

What happened to the silver streak? • Theft, trust, delinquents, & reform. Side B has Wishful thinking.

Where is thy sting? • Deals with death. Side A has First love.

Where is thy sting? • “Risks and rewards” collection. After Connie’s grandmother Mildred Kendall’s death, she can deal with it far better than her father can, because she knows Mildred is in heaven. • Side A has The turning point.

Where is your daddy? • When a man goes to prison, his family is affected, too… particularly at Christmastime. Side A has Peace on Earth.

Where there’s a will • When George gets a job offer in Washington, D.C., the entire Barclay family tries to help him figure out God’s will. Side B has Bernard & Job.

Wishful thinking • Donna finds out what it would be like to live one day without her brother, Jimmy. Side A has What happened to the silver streak?

Wonderworld • Jimmy Barclay meets Lawrence Hodges • Side A has Pipe dreams..

You gotta be wise • Dale’s daughter starts listening to an album with very bad lyrics; how is he supposed to deal with that? Side B has A question of Loyalty.

…but not forgotten • “Wish you were here” collection. Connie deals with the lose of their close friend, while having a hard time accepting a new one. • Side A has Gone…